Business Refinery Delivers Real-Time M365
Risk Assessment and Remediation with
AvePoint Policies & Insights
Customer Location
Auckland, New Zealand
Industry
Information Technology
Platform
Microsoft 365

Critical Needs
• Identify customers’ risks and
exposure in M365
• R
 educe managerial oversight and
support user autonomy
• E
 liminate time-consuming manual
permissions reports
• S
 trengthen risk-management plans
Solution
• AvePoint Policies & Insights

Success Highlights
• D
 iscovered 30,000+ anonymous
shared links for a single customer
• A
 utomatic enforcement of governance
policies customized by need
• Empowerment of in-house teams to
continuously detect, reduce risks
• D
 ata-driven conversations to assess
and evolve clients’ collaboration
security

Customer Profile
Business Refinery is a strategic partner
to managed service providers and
some direct clients. The company’s
mission is to drive productivity and
utilization of technology across small to
midsize businesses, while maintaining
security and reducing risks. The team is
passionate about delivering personalized
digital transformation guidance.

The Challenge
The movement to Microsoft 365 has been a
game changer for organizations and their MSPs,
but a flurry of user collaboration can bring
chaos to data creation and oversight.
“Leadership teams feel as though they have
lost control,” said Ian Bennett, chief operating
officer of Business Refinery. “Many of them
have come to me saying, ‘Hey, I’ve just realized
my employees are creating a bunch of Teams
and I don’t know about them.’ They want to
know when a document was shared or when
someone creates or joins a Team.
“A lot of business owners want to be included in
every Team, which breaks the trust model.”
Pulling permissions reports manually in
Microsoft 365 to get this information is a timeintensive and complex practice, and it can be a
tall order for companies without the IT staff or
know-how. Furthermore, constant new activity
makes even a thorough analysis outdated
within minutes.
So, when Business Refinery tried to handle
those tasks after clients requested it, the task
quickly became unsustainable. “We started
building out reports and email summaries of
changes to the tenant, but the requirements

and requests just kept growing,” Bennett said.
“At that point, I thought, ‘I better look for a
solution that does the job for me.’”

The AvePoint Solution
At the suggestion of their partner, Ingram Micro,
leaders at Business Refinery identified AvePoint’s
Policies & Insights (or “PI”) to deliver critical,
automated intelligence to customers.
PI is designed to analyze risk and access sensitive
documents by proactively monitoring and
remediating policy violations in Microsoft 365. It
also provides actionable security dashboards to
highlight and track exposure (anonymous links,
external user access) over time.
Receiving near-real-time updates via PI that
prioritize the most widely shared sensitive
data allows users to set ownership and sharing
restrictions that support safe, collaboration.
“When we started looking at what was already on
the market, PI was the perfect fit,” Bennett said.
By offering PI as a 30-day free trial for existing
clients, Business Refinery immediately uncovered
widespread — and serious — concerns in
Microsoft Teams that proved the solution’s value.
“One client had more than 30,000 anonymous
shared links across their company — and they
only had about 40 users,” Bennett said, adding
that the findings helped them implement tenantwide policies and robust user training across the
entire organization.
“We’ve had others realize that they have duplicate
Teams with different people granted access for
each one, so they’re able to do a bit of a cleanup.”
By using PI to assess risks, Business Refinery has
seen an 80% time savings that is critical to its
bottom line and bandwidth. “The reduction in

manual data capture enables us to spend more
quality time with the customer,” Bennett said.
Business Refinery now offers PI as a recurring
monthly subscription to 8 clients, and the
solution is featured in every sales pitch.
“It has become part of our onboarding for new
customers by telling them there is risk, and that
Policies & Insights gives them the exposure to
observe it for themselves without being included
in every single transaction,” Bennett said.
For MSPs helping multiple customers, the
AvePoint Elements portal offers a simple way to
keep tabs and field questions in one place.
“What’s great for MSPs is that you can equip
leadership teams with the tools to observe and
remedy the risks without needing to grant them
admin access in Microsoft 365, which reduces risk
— especially from user error,” Bennett said.

The Bottom Line
When it comes to total collaboration security, PI
plays a key role at Business Refinery. But it’s just
one piece of the pie.
“It opens the door to start conversations around
a customer’s risk and exposure, which then gives
you a better understanding of their business
and what tech stack they need to thrive,” said
Bennett, noting that he incorporates customers’
PI data in their quarterly business reviews.
Although PI findings might be sobering for
customers, they can also bring peace of mind.
“Being able to drill into those specifics is key,”
Bennett said. “It’s been incredible using Policies
& Insights to open business owners up to the
realization that there are real risks, but with
careful management and observation, they
shouldn’t be having sleepless nights over it.”
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